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New Product Announcement - Framan HangerTM
Framan HangerTM is our new state-of-the-art picture and
artwork frame hanger that is simple to install and won't
damage your walls. It solves all the problems with
traditional sawtooth frame hangers, such as holding
those tiny nails or damaging the frame.

How does it work?
Framan HangerTM is
 Temporarily adhered to center of frame so it won't
move while it is permanently attached.


Attached with screws that are held in place,
perpendicular to the bracket, while they are driven
into the frame.



Made out of a high strength, yet smooth polymer that
will not scratch your walls.



Made in the USA

Learn more at www.framanhanger.com
Pricing at our Online Store starts at $1.75 for one or
$5.95 for five.

Fringe ScrewTM Prices Reduced 10%

Custom-Length Coax Cables

Fix Loose Door Hinges the Fast & Easy Way with Fringe
ScrewTM!

Fritan Technology offers coaxial cables custom built to
any length, at prices competitive with fixed-length cable
manufacturers. Keep us in mind when you need cables
to hook up your satellite dish, cable modem, or HDTV
antennas. Eliminate rats' nests and improve signal
integrity with custom-length cables from Fritan
Technology.

Fringe ScrewTM sales volumes have been increasing
rapidly, thanks to customers like you! We are now able to
offer Fringe ScrewTM at a price discounted by 10% or
more. Visit our Online Store and take advantage of the
reduced prices!

Order yours today with FREE SHIPPING!
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